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Americans Too Deeply in Debt
by Jack Anderson

WASHINGTON - Presi·
dent Ford's inflation fighters
are worried that Americans
are too deeply in debt. American consumers owe their
creditors a staggering $185
billion. not even counting
home mortgages. This is tripie the consumer debt only 15
years ago.
have
Many Americans
their paychecks committed
for the n~xt couple years to
pay of~ their oblig~tions. The
could
recession
creeping
cause paychecks to shrink.
This will make it difficult for
them to pay back their bor·
rowed money.
arc
Already. Americans
having trouble paying off
their loans. Loan delinquen·
cies have shot up to an
alarming 25 per cent. An esti·
165,000 Americans
mated
will be forced to declare pe·r·
sonal bankruptcy and throw
themselves at the mercy of
their creditors this year.
It was precisely this kind of
credit crisis which caused
the last great depression.
People couldn't pay their
debts. businesses failed and
the economic chain reaction
spread.
Yet the lesson of the 1930s
hasn't changed the borrow·
ing habits of most Americans. Not even sky-high in·
tcrcst ,-3 tes are keeping them
from huying on credit. They
are simply taking out longerterm loans. As long as they
can keep down the monthly
payments. most Americans
don't seem concerned about
the terrible cost of borrow·
Weapons: Inin~errorist
telligence reports warn that
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leader,
madcap
Libya's
Mu::i.mmar Qaddafi. is buying
up new Soviet weapons for
He has ordered
terrorists.
weapons. in·
sophisticated
sh o u Ider - fired
c I u ding
missiles. beyond the needs of
his own military forces. The
Central Intelligence Agency
has learned that he intends to
distribute some of these arms
to terrorist groups around the
world.
Qaddafi fancies himself the
leader of a worldwide revolu·
that is
tionary movement
both anticommunist and anti·
capitalist. He is in touch with
some of the world's most ir·
responsible terrorists. particularly Palestinian extremists.
who have received arms from
Qaddafi in the past.
The Soviets also are shipping arms to Syria in huge
reIntelligence
quantities.
ports claim some of these
weapons were diverted from
Egypt. which is now on the
Kremlin's blacklist.
In the past, the Syrians also
Palestinian
have supplied
terrorists with weapons. But
Syria's President Assad has
become more moderate since
his dealings with Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger and
has developed a closer rela·
tionst11p with Jorclan's King
.Juss('in. Of course. Hussein
ranks n<'xt to Isral'I on the
Palestinian's enemies list.
arc many more
There
Syrian hotheads. nevcrthe·
less. who can be expected to
smugglearmstothePalesti·
Between
nian pxtremists.
Lybia and Syria. terrorists
arc sure to get dangerous ,ww
weapons.
Rocky In Limbo: NPlson

Hock_efclter·~ cont1rmat1on
as Vice President, we have
is being .
h1:i-n told privately,
hi Id up _because _of the par·
don of Richard N_ix_on.
!he Hou~ Judiciary Com·
m1ttce, which must ~ppr?ve
the Rockefeller nomination,
was particularly stung by the
pardon of the former presi·
felt
dent. M~ny members
that President. Ford mad~ a
mockery of th~1r ard~ous !m·
1n~est1gat_1on
p~achment
with his sweeping action.
And there are some bitter
feelings because Ford told
the lawm_akers_ during. his
own . confirm~t1on hearings
as Vice President that "the
public would not stand for" a
pardon.
A_lthough the Senat~ is pre·
paring to hold hean?gs _on
the Rockefeller nomination
later this month, the House is
just getting around t? setting
the gro~nd rules for its hear·
1~gs. With t_he1_rown rcelec·
t1~n campaigning to do_. the
miffed Ho~se Committee
mef!lbers will probably stall
until_ after the N_ovembcr
elections before acting on the
nomination.
. Me~nwhil_c.. the FBI is con·
of
tt s probe
t1nu1ng
Rock~feller. 1:hey have come
up with nothing that would
his confirmation,
endanger
but they are _now checking
a
out a 11e g at Ions that
opera·
~ock_efeller-finance?
t1on in Latin American was
Communist infiltrated.
Turkish Promise: Turks
have promised that they will
not attempt to take over the
• embattled island of Cyprus.
Turkish forces have been ordered merely to hold the
areas the~ aln?dy occupy.
Secret 1ntell1gencc reports
that the
warn. however.
Turks will rctalial? _against
Greek guernlla activity with
on
ground or air attacks
The in·
targc!s.
Greek
telligenc~ rep?rts. whose in·
on
is based
formation
Turkish military sources. ~ay
that the response to guerrilla
activitiPs will be restricted to
raids and no
rc~aliat?ry
dr~ves will be made to cap·
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Apathy
Triumphs

sorry for ti1t current state of affairs. Wounded Knee is not the only
source of problems for Native
Americans.
Perhaps Mr. Boucher was more
right than even he knew. History
does, inde~d repeat itself. The next
time any one of us attempts to put
down Jefferson for his ideas on who
is equal with whom, or the United
States Government for its countless lies in countless treaties with
Native Americans, it might be well
for us to look into the mirror and
say "me too."
With great sorrow,
Barbara Mays,
former member of the
RIC community.

To the Editor:
It would seem that apathy has
once again triumphed. It is truly a
shame to find this to be true.
Last semester Lou Boucher
spoke at RIC on the topic "History
Repeats Itself". His talk was
concerned with the
primarily
history and current events of
Wounded Knee, South Dakota. A
group of people attending this
meeting. At the end of his
discussion Mr. Boucher asked for
the help of the RIC community in
organizing relief and justice for
Native Americans. The response
was good. That afternoon we
decided to form a group called
F.A.I.R. (For American Indian
Relief). To my knowledge there
has been, to date, no follow-up.
Since the Wounded Knee trials are
over, interest seems to have
petered. Do we need a band wagon
to scream from in order to do
things to aid members of the
community? If this is so, and I am
lead to believe it, then I am very

~

tun• more territory.
The Turks also assured
NATO, according to ~he in·
telligence reports, that they
would play a greater role in
defending their end of the
if tile Greeks
Mediterranean
go ahead with their with·
dra wal from NATO.
Secretary of State Henry
has
Kissinger, incidentally,
become a hero in Turkey. His
quiet support of the Turkish
military invasion of Cyprus
has made him popular with
the Turks.
WASHINGTON WHIRL:
The arms debate on Capitol
Hill has been healed up by a
report that the Soviet Navy
has surpassed the U.S. fleet in
"Jane's
power.
fighting
the
Ships.··
Fighting
authoritative British military
publication, found that the
had more sub·
Russians
marines and surface-missiles
ships than the United States.
CongressDefense-minded
men are using the report to
call for more military expenditures. But many liberals
claim the report is misleading. The U.S. still has an edge
in nuclear-powered subs. and
carriers .... The
in aircraft
Central Intelligence Agency
is in trouble over its role in
Chilean elections. but it has
also charged with rigging an
election in the United States.
Some members of the Ameri·
can Foreign Service Association are claiming that the
CIA infiltrated their group to
insure the election of a conleadership .... The
servative
Union
National Taxpayers
turned the tables on President Ford recently when he
asked federal employes to do
without a pay hike to fight inflation. The gadfly group
asked Ford to cut his own
$200,000 salary by 10 per
ccnt.. ..President Ford's days
football
<1:, an All-American
player al the University of
Michigan have appare.ntly
not been forgotten. A presi·
dential aide told us that since
Ford became President he's
·met "at least 300" men who
claim to have played on the
same team.
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Dr. Tegu
Has
Photo Exhibit
at Adams

i
!

Currently on display in the
Adams Library at RIC is a photo
j exhibit of Puerto Rican migrant
workers in R.I. The portraits,
taken by Dr. Steven Tegu,
Assistant Professor of Modern
Languages at RIC, capture the
,., essence of the life style and
heritage of each individual worker.
The Puerto Ricans are sponsored
companies in South
1 by several
County and spend 9 months of the
year in this area harvesting crops.
They are paid a minimal wage and
are housed in a simplistic but
impeccably clean complex.
With the assistance of a federal
grant, Dr. Tegu has been able to
aid the workers in learning the
English language and also has
helped them to gain a feeling of
importance, not only in the work
they are doing; but in the
significance of their background.
"If one looks well enough into the
faces of these men, he can see the
fusion of the peoples of three
continents - Spaniard, American,
Indian and African" says Dr.
Tegu. The Puerto Rican migrant
worker in R.I. represents an
and
of cultures,
assimilation
viewed as such, one can see that
"the man with the hoe is also
beautiful". says D. Tegu.
The photo exhibit, which had
been on display at the Providence
Public Library earlier this year,
will remain at Adams Library
throughout the month of October.
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semi-secret Council on Foreign
Dear Editor:
In living up to his reputation as a Relatio:is <C.F.R.). The C.F.R.,
Senator according to the highly respected
far ou-t, ultra-liberal,
Claiborne Pell recently visited political commentator Dan Smoot,
Communist Cuba along with the promotes the "globalist concept"
equally obnoxious Castro fan, of a one world socialist gove1 nJacob Javits of New York. Ac- ment. Needless to say, the Senator
cording tv our own Senator, his has proven himself to be a
main purpose for visiting the dedicated internationalist and procommunist dictatorship was to see Communist.
Perhaps it is time for Senator
"from first-hand experience",
whether or not the Castro regime is Pell to be removed from office, in
still exporting revolution. The so far as he is not fit to serve in the
Senator might just as well visit Gus once esteemed body of the U. S.
Hall in order to find out "from Senate!
Sincerely yours,
first-hand experience" whether the
Richard Janetta
communist party is as subversive
as the House Committee on Internal Security has charged.
If Senator Pell is as serious about
the matter as he pretends, the last
thing he should have done was to
visit Red Cuba, where undoubtedly
he and Comrade Javits both
received the usual massive doses
of communist propaganda! Why
Recently, aue to Draconrn11
didn't the Sena\or meet with the
budgetry limitations imposed upon
from
hundreds of ex-refugees
Castro's slave island, and ask them Rhode Island College by the State
about the nature and goals of this Board of Regents, Italian 117, the
tyranical regime? Why didn't he most advanced Italian language
read the documentation provided course available at RIC, had to be
by our own government as to the cancelled. Nine students had indicated a desire to continue
acts of terrorism and brutality
which Castro's assassins per- learning about Italian culture.
petrate on their victims daily? Has Durihg registration and up until
our junior Senator forgotten which the first day of classes, the
government was shipping an ar- minimum number of students
senal of weapons to the Allende required for this course to be held,
government in Chile - weapons to changed from 15 to 11 lo 9 to 12. The
be used to execute top military
very capable Modern Language
leaders and their sympathizers?
professor was sent to the English
One thing is certain about Mr. Department to leach Linguistics
Pell : he is and has been for a 211, a course with nine sections
number of years, a member of the scheduled.

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Sendfor your up-to-date,160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose$1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).
INC.
ASSISTANCE,
RESEARCH
BLVD.,SUITE#2
11941WILSHIRE
CALIF.90025
LOSANGELES,
(213)477-8474or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

La Lingua Italiana
vs.
The English Language
ls this fair? We submit that it is
not.
What we have is the suppression
of one culture, Italian, (which is
quite prevalent in Rhode Island),
for the expansion to the nth degree
of another, the Great American
Way. Would not our horizons be
broadened if we were able to
with more and
communicate
different people than our own
kind? We sincerely believe so.
James S. Reynolds.
President,
Trilingual society
Theresa Olivo,
Member Student
Advisory Committee of
Modern Languages
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Suzuki Violinist~ t~ ~ppear Here

Aida by Verdi opens the 1974-1975opera season in Providence under the •
auspices of Artists Internationale on Saturday, October 5th at Veteran's
Memorial Auditorium at 8 p.m. The Opera Orchestra of Rhode Island will
be conducted by Eve Queler with sets and costumes designed in Italy.

Elinor Rose
To Appear in

AIDA

Elinor Ross made a spectacular
Metropolitan Opera debut in June
of 1970 in the title role of
"Turandot" and followed this with
outstanding su~aesses as Aida,
Tosca, Amelia in "Masked Ball"
and Santuzza in "Cavalleria
Rusticana" during her first Met
season.
soprano,
The effervescent
although young, American-born
and entirely American-trained,
has already enjoyed international
prima donna status for a number of
years and came to her New York
assignment with a repertoire of
more than a dozen leading roles
sung with the foremost opera
and
of Europe
companies
elsewbere throughout the United
States.
In Italy, "La Ross" has been
virtually a household name since
her 1965debut in "La Forza del
Destino" at the La Fenice, Venice,
Later that year 30,000 Italians
cheered and pelted her with
flowers after her Tosca in the vast
open-air amphitheatre of Verona.
In the historic performance of
that re-opened La
"Norma"
Fenice after the floods, she sang
the role of the druid priestess for
an SRO audience ar:idmicrophones
and cameras of RAI carrying her
triumph throughout the country.
With the Rome Opera she has sung
Aida with a cast of thousands on
the great stage in the ancient Baths
of Caracalla. As an American she
was especially honored to be invited to sing the soprano lead in
for the
"Mose"
Rossini's
of the 100th ancelebration
niversary of the c~mposer's birth.
And in March of 1970she made a
stunning debut as Santuzza at La
Scala, Milan, where Verdi and
Puccini had premiered their own
operas.
Born in Tampa, Florida, Miss
Ross attended Syracuse University
and had her vocal studies in New
York with William Herman. She
made her operati.c debut as
Leonora in "Il Trovatore" with the
Cincinnati Zoo Opera. Since then
she has appeared with the Chicago
Lyric Opera, the San Francisco
Opera, and the opera companies of
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Houston,
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Rightfrom the start,you
San Antonio, Fort Worth, New knewTampaxtampons
·orleans, Toronto and Hartford in a
including 5 Verdi wereyour bestbet.They're
repertoire
operas, 2 by Puccini and such
the onlytamponsto come
specials as "La Gioconda",
absorbency-sizes.
in three
and
"Norma",
I
"Cavalleria",
"Andrea Chenier". She has ap- Regular,Superand
peared frequently as soloist with exclusiveJunior -to help
major U.S. symphony orchestras
girls get started.
under such noted conductors as young
Tampaxtamponsalways
keepyou feelingfresh,
cleanand comfortable.
And you alwaysfeelsecure,
too,becauseyou
: :.,
knowthey'resoftly
compressedfor the '
bestabsorption.Youlike
the assurancethat nothing
showswhenyou wearthem
andthatyoucan'tfeelthem.
Youcarrythemdiscreetly.
Barbirolli, Mehta, Solti, Kletzki Youdisposeof them easily.
and Ehrling and has participated
Youknowthatthey'reyour
in summer festivals at the
Hollywood Bowl, Chicago's Grant
bestbetwhenyou're
Park and Philadelphia's Robin
buyingsanitaryprotection.
Hood Dell. With the American
Butdid you know I
Opera Society at Carnegie Hall
she sang the title role for the first . Tampaxtamponswerealso
of Verdi's
U.S. performance
"Alzira" and for Clarion Concerts your bestbuy?Theycome
she starred in the first New York in economicalpackagesof
performance of Simone Mayr's
1O'sand 40's,yetcost
"Medea in Corinto". At the
the sameas other
about
Caramoor Festival she was acclaimed in Purcell's "Dido and
brandsthat package
Aeneas" and at the Empire State
B'sand 30's.
Festival introduced Villa-Lobos'
Tampaxtamponsare
"Songs of the Tropical Forest".
Her great successes in Italy led your bestbet.And they're
to other important engagements
alsoyour bestbuy.
throughout Europe. With Giulini

I:
111

she sand the Verdi "Requiem" in
London and Rossini's "Stabat
Mater" in Zagreb. The Vienna
engaged her for
Staatsoper
"Cavalleria" and "Masked Ball".
She sang Verdi's Lady Macbeth for
the Festival of Holland and Norma
with the La Fenice company on
tour of East Germany. She extended her reputation to South
America with triumphs as Lady
Macbeth and Aida in Santiago de
Chile and as Turandot in Caracas,
Venezuela.

Ten tiny violinists from Japan
will be heard at Robert Auditorium
Rhode Island College on October
13, 1974at 8:00 p:m. Their program
will not feature "children's music"
- instead they will perform the
works of such masters at Bach,
Vivaldi, Mozart, and Beethoven.
All are students of the world-famed
Shinichi Suzuki or of teachers
trained ·by him.
It was during the dark aftermath
-of World War 11 that Dr. Suzuki,
seeking some way to restore joy to
the lives of the war-wracked
children around him, chanced to
reflect that all children the world
over, at a very early age, exhibit a
intellectual
remarkable
achievement: they learn to speak a
language - their· own - and they
do so almost entirely by imitating
their parents and others around
them. Was it not possible. Suzuki
asked himself, that children could
learn to play a musical instrument
through this same "mothertongue" approach, by learning to
listen and to imitate? Himself a
violinist, he set out to test his
theory with his own instrument and his very first pupil, four-year-

•

The internal protection more women trust

olcl Toshiya Eto, went on to
graduate from Philadelphia's
Curtis Institute of Music. later
holding the post of Professor there
for seven years. (having returned
to Japan, Toshiya Eto is now that
country's foremost violin virtuoso.) During the past 30 years,
Dr. Suzuki has devoted his life to
of Talent
the development
Education, as he terms his
teaching philosophy, and by now
over 200,000Japanese youngsters
have learned to play the violin as
naturally arid unaffectedly as they
learned to speak.
Dr. Masaaki Honda, a physician
and Director of Talent Education
in Japan, will again head this
year's Talent Education Tour to
the United States. Assisting him
will be Mr. Kenji Mochizuki, who
holds first place in the history of
Talent Education in America, for it
was he who in 1958,when a student
at Oberlin· Conservatory, ~azea
his teachers with a Japanese film
showing a thousand school children
playing
ass em bled together,
Bach's Double Violin Conc.erto. In
the years since then the impact of
Shinichi Suzuki's philosophy has
spread rapidly in this country, and
hundreds of enthusiastic American
string teachers are now applying
the principles of Talent Education
to their own teaching, often with
astounding results.
As Time Magazine . said,
"Perhaps the Suzuki method will
overcome the U.S. string shortage."
Admission for the concert will be
$2.00for adults. Children under 12
free.

KA
HO
YOU01NSPREAD
1FIEME$AGE
OFUNE ...lFIE
LO"EOF CHRIST
PEOPLE.
FOR-ALL

Have you ever considered the priesthood as a way
to serve people? The Paulist Fathers are a small
community of American priests. Progressive, searching.
young and energetic, they form a religious family.
A Paulist is a man of the Spirit, a man of his time.
'
He rejoices in the signs of hope around him and
celebrates with the people he _serves.
Every Paulist is a missionary: in the pulpit, or parish
house, on the campus, in the-inner-city. He communi•
cates with the spoken word, the printed page, and with
contemporary media. His mission is to all of America.
His message is love; the love of Christ for all people.
For more information send for The Paulist Papers
Write to: Father Don C. Campbell, Room 100

MADE ONLY BY TAMPAX INCORPORATED, PALMER, MASS,

PAULISF
FAlFtERS
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case. I go down to Chinatown and noise and arrerting Ahso Phuc and
as to his gang of my plesence. Am iminquire in restaurants
by six
whereabouts of Ahso Phuc. Awl I media tery surrounded
get so far is middle fingers and tough-guys who take pose, ready
your humble
for attacking
frying pans thrown at honorable
who narrator. But not to worry rike
head by restauranteurs
hungry baby deplived of lusciQUS
remember unfortunate disasters
with stacks of-dishes while your mommy's nipple, dear fliends, for
I remember teachings of ancient
humble servant was under their
fliends of dark arries in wee hours
Heiser
Jeffrey
emproy.
of morning time. With piercing cry
without
and
Deplessed
of "Phuc yiew, bahstads: trusty
knowledge of Ahso's whereabouts,
I take refuge in bar where I get as gun from reft coat pocket," I brow
much response from bottle of rice brains out before they get chance
wine. Am busy counting checks on to ray hands on maggot-covered
table-croth when mysterious white person. Rikki Plik sprit quick
rady with brack veil sit down through back door, reaving onry
,
me and Ahso Phuc.
beside me.
.iRook rike onry rou and me reft,
And so, after Suk Dong had . "Are you Phirrip • Marrow,
. (By way of explanation ... the
smlart guy defective," Ahso Phuc
following piece· of warped lunacy bestowed final blessing upon my master of kung fu and part-time
gentle
with
sneer with gre_e. "My men may
ask
she
bid
I
•
eye?"
head,
private
honorable
very
was composed under the influence
of influenza and a generous helping farewell and vow to return with voice. After I check for hidden have failed rike chaste maiden
frying pan, I acknowledge that I before hoards of rust-dliven
bagels and lox from honorable
of cheap gin. I have "borrowed
liberally" (an old back's term for derri from down street after case is am same. She continue, "I may mongoroids, but I shall succeed in ,
your locust-eaten
crosed.
have some information that you clemating
from the following
"stolen")
Moments rater, Bernie is firring desire, Mr. Marrow. I hear you are bamboo rod before altar of Don
sources: "The Big Sleep," several
Charlie Chan movies, and finally, me in on details of big case. He tell looking for Ahso Phuc, notorious Kee Dong before honorable sun go
me that infamous crook and full- bad-guy. f think I may be of some down behind great whorehouse in
most of the apparent perversity
western sky!" And with those
time bad-guy Ahso Phuc has service to you."
_
too
watching
from
directly
comes
After many drinks and porrite idiotic words, he charge me at
many kung fu imports ... if you are robbed science warehouse of
service rendered in her most blakeneck speed, yet I was ready. I
at all interested in the latest macho thousand bags of dead maggots
in his
two fingers
in
peddle
to
plan
apartment, mysterious ·stick
he
which
honorable
Lee
Bruce
rage, the three existing
movies are far and away the most Chinatown take-out restaurants as white rady, still wearing brack dishonorable eyeballs, then bling
easily digestible. All the rest, in- fried rice. I ponder with wisdom of veil, give me mysterious piece of ,up reft foot quickry for disabling
paper. "'I'his paper," she say, kick in matzoh balls. Just as I am
cluding the David Chiang movies, ancients before saying, "with
the ones produced by Run Run idiotic prot rike this, how come you "have my phone number on it. Call . tying up Ahso Phuc and gang, in
me if you need me. However, if you walk Bernie-baby and cops bearing
Shaw, and especially the ones not caw in Batman and Robin?"
want to find Ahso Phuc, go Rikki Plik plisoner.
"Cut the cornflakes, Phirrip,"
released by Aquarius, are either
"We got the dame while she was
too laughable or too terrible. So, Bernie say, "you're the onli man carefully to abandoned warehouse
at the end of Pier 19. You'll find trying to get away," he say onry
on the force who is both expendable
without further ado ... ) _
him and the maggots there, but be too obviousry. "Phirrip-baby, I
Herro, honorable reader. My and stupid, so that's why we're
name is Phirrip Marrow, master of depending on you to solve this careful of his Hob-knob Mob and don't know how you do it."
"Not to be giving away secret
kung fu and part-time private eye. caper before Ahso puts his plan his secret lady-friend, Rikk'i PJik.
teachings of ancients to uninto action. With your contacts in You must hurry!"
.
This is my storrie.
I quickry grab crothes and take deserving honkey plik rike rou," I
It all begin when I was in arms of Chinatown, Phirrip, you're the
taxi-cab to abandoned say. "Just to be sure you spell
honorable
on."
count
can
we
man
only
cosmic
of
woman
dishonorable
on better-toSo I think to self, maybe he right. warehouse at end of Pier 19. I name correctry
delights, Suk Dong. We discussing
make phone caw in nearby booth to honorable pay-check .this time."
particular philosophy of Chinese After awl, before becoming master
tell Bernie to send boys down to Then I wander off the neighancient, the famous anarogy be- of kung fu and part-time private
eye, I had worked in every give me assistance in rounding up borhood derri. "Does Suk Dong
tween mighty volcano and human
c1natomy when I receive -caw on restaurant in Chinatown washing suspects. Then I crimb radder to rike bagers and rox with cleam _
terephone. "Fries of cattle dung to dishes and ristening to shady deals roof and go in through skyright. cheese and soy sauc_eor without," I
dishonorable
mumble stupidry to ploud self as I
walk on back vomiting profusely" I in back rooms. I had many fliendry Unfortunately,
cry, knowing that it only can be contacts who could hep me with boards in ceiling have been rotted walk off into dark night blushing
over years and I fall through dead maggots flom dirty suit.
case.
Bernie from porice headquarters
Not to be wasting time, so I ceiling into thousand bags of dead "Maybe to take her to Loman
with special case that require my
Poranski film festival ... "
immediately get on to sovving of rnaggots, making tremendous·
special tarrents.
"Phirrip Marrow," he say to me,
"we have a special mission for. you
in depths of Chinatown. Think you
can make it down before leftover
chop suey get cold?"
"Just as pimple on chin explode
while kissing maiden of wettest
dFeams, you • choose most opportune moment to come up with
new assignment., Bernie-baby.
This one better to be most im portant less you should suffer
prague of erephant droppings on
honorable head."

PORTRAITS

by

Theatre enthusiasts trom the six
New England States will convene
at the University of New Hampshire in Durham, October 11, 12,
and 13, for the 23rd annual Convention of The • New England
Theatre Conference (NETCl.
"Theater in New England Alive and Growing" is this year's
and the
theme,
Convention
panel
includes ·
program
discussions, workshops,· demonstrations and performances, and
the presentation of NETC annual
awards for theatre achievement.
The Convention will .·open on
Friday evening with a performance of "The Boston Tea
Party" by . The Proposition of
Cambridge, Mass.
There will be four sessions on
Saturday morning. A marionette
Sophocles'
of
performance
"Oedipus the King" and lecturedemonstration will be presented by
Peter Arnott of Tufts University,
Medford, Mass., and the Concord
Players of Concord, N.H. • will
present the premiere performance
of a new one-act play, "Love in
Little Watting" by Rome Kingson
of California. This play was this
year's winning script in NETC's
annual John Gassner Memorial
Playwriting Award contest. A
-Stage Movement Workshop for
secondary school drama students
will be conducted by Bill Cain, New
York actor-director, who worked
with the New Jersey Shakespec1re
this past summer.
. Festival
of Tufts
Collins
Sherwood
University will chair a panel on
"Early 18th and 19th Century New
istory, and
Eng and T ea re
panelists include Polly Ritchell of
Emerson College, David Seiffer of
Worcester State College, and Don
Wilmeth of Brown University.
The Saturday.afternoon program
will include performances by The
of
Theatre
Giass
Looking
Providence, The Garrett Players
of Lawrence, Mass., and drama
groups from Waltham High School
and Peabody Veterans' Memorial
High School, Mass., and Laurence
High School, Fairfield, Maine and
Westbrook High School, Westprogram will be the presentation of
brook, Maine. A Costume Design
annual NETC "'Special Awards"
live
will feature
Showcase
and ''Regional Citations" at an
.modeling and commentary by
awards luncheon on Saturday.
more than a dozen New England
These awards are given annually
costume designers. Bill Beard of
to national and New England inHenniker,
New England College,
and theatre groups for
dividuals
N .H. will chair a panel discussion
and inspecific_ contributions
on "Career Opportunities and
novations in theatre. Recipient of
College
the
for
Alternatives
this year's major annual award
Theatre Student", and panelists
creative
outstanding
"for
include Mort Kaplan of North- achievement
in the American
Boston;
University,
eastern
Theatre" will be Elliot Norton,
Norman Leger of the New London Boston drama citic, who was one of
N .H.; G_erald
Barn Players,
and the first
the founders
DeVille
Roberts of Chateau
President of NETC. Mr. Norton
Productions of Mass. and R.I., and
will deliver the main Convention
Jessica Andrews and Paul Daniels
address at the Awards luncheon.
of the Hartford Stage Co-.,Conn. A
Winners of the annual NETC
Workshop on Creative Dramatics
"Moss Hart Memorial Award for
will be conducted by Patricia
Plays of the Free World" and the
Garland of the University of New "Jo_hn
Memorial
Gassner
Hampshire and Al Miller of The Playwriting Award" will also be
of
Theatre
People's
Young
announced and presented awards.
Brunswick, Maine. On Saturday
The New England Theatre
evening, the Theatre Department
Conference was founded in 1952"to
HampNew
of
at the University
develop, expand and assist theatre
shire will present a performance of activity
on the community,
"The Time of Your Life".
educational and professional levels
the
for
Two events are scheduled
in New England". Membership is
Sunday program. Mimist Tony
open to individuals and theatreMontanaro and his Celebration
product_inggroups in New England
Mime Theatre of South Paris,
who are active or interested in
Maine will perform in "An
school,
secondary
. children's,
American Collage", followed by a
professional
community,
college,
two-hour workshop on mime and
and technical theatre.
improvisation techniques. Mario
Additional information on the
Gilardino, c·hief Technician at the
Convention is available from
Menden Hall Center for the PerDavid Magidson, Chairman of the
forming Arts at Smith College,
Department of Speech and Drama
a
present
will
Mass.
Northampton,
at the University of New Hampslide commentary on "Scene Shop
shire, or from the NETC Central
Problems and Solutions".
Office, 50 Exchange St., Waltham.
Highlighting the Convention
Mass.

L.

Kung Fu Detective

BACK
on the

AIR

Channel 8

Each week, RIC's on-campus television program,
RIC Forum, tells you what's happening.

WATCHRICFORUM AT:
I

f~-r.
~
•

.
RIC FORUM '74 MAY BE SEEN ON CHANNEL 8 ON:
1bun.
Wed.
Tues.
Mon.
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30

11:00
11:30
1:00
I :30

11:00
11:30
2:00
2:30

11:00
11:30
2:00
2:31

6:00
6:3'

6:00
6:30

MONITORS ARE LOCATED AT:

Craig-Lee
255
156

Student Union

054

Curriculum Center

Gaige
Roberts Hall

254
374 West
211 E·ast

Language Lab

2nd floor lounge
(and other classroom monitors)

Direct any news and co~ments
Larry Budner, CL- 121
ext. 280 or 270

.Jo
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rhey're Not Laughing Anymore:

committee on aging and health.
have some leverage and publicity
in health care. My nursing-home
bill was mentioned in the New
York Times. So I hope to land on
the Health Committee.
ANCHOR:How much help are you
going to get from Fernand St.
Germain?
vou::rs·~
tne
for
housepainter,
a
ANCll()R: You are
how will it feel to be a BEARD: I think we have to have a BEARD: I think he's going to help
Congressman in Washington where balance here. But if it came down me.
people live in Watergate apart- lo a crucial issue, knowing that I ANCHOR:What about his record?
BEARD: He votes ... he votes.
had the facts and my constituents
ments? Will this effect you?
BEA RO: No. A suit is the uniform didn't, I would make my own It might be a little embarrassi,ng
of the day. If I had to go back decision. If they're not satisfied, for the delegation at times because
tommorrow I'd be in my paint they can vote me out at the next I speak out. But I think it's the
electi'on. One thing I don't do is ride people's right to know what's going
clothes.
the fence, but I certainly will ex- on at all times - not just at elecyour
are
What
ANCHOR:
plain my actions to the people I tion time. I intend to use diplomacy
economic views?
all the way down to the wire. After
BEARD: We have got to get the represent.
ANCHOR:Why do you want to be a
people who are riding the gravy
3000 congressman?
train in this country:
and major cor- BEARD: Congress is overloaded
millionaires
porations which pay no taxes at all. with lawyers and businessmen.
An equitable lax bill was in- One thing that's changing is the
lroduced by Congressman Stokes age of some of the congressmen.
of Ohio. He is one of the first Some of those people are members

An Interview with Congressional
oy Joe Sullivan and J. DeLuca
;ctward Beard does not spring
orth from the usual source of
1romising political figures; i.e.
...aw and Business schools. Ed
3eard is a working man, a nine-to."ivehouse painter whose views and
manner bear none of the shine of
varnish ana all of the potency of
disarming
His
turpentine.
frankness and honesty have pervaded his entire political career.
As the reader will notice, his
homespun articulation is unusual
for a House of Representatives
contender. But perhaps, as with
beauty, eloquence is in the eye (or
..earl of the beholder...
ANCHOR: How do you feel about
your victorv over Robert Tiern::in

Candidate

Edward P. ·Beard

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,

'I

M_ost lel{islators are ad.iusted to the idea of waitinl{ ten _years before

the_y even lift

!
....

~ han~.

While the.r're ad.iusting to that, I'm going right

b_y them .__.. 1 ": l{Otnl{ to speak ?,ut for what I feel is ril{ht.

'

I
I
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and why do you think Democratic
you in the
voters selected
Primary?
ERARD: Well, of course, I feel
good about it, there's no further
question about that. I think the
difference was that I reached the
people in a grass-roots campaign,
while Bob bought the big signs on
Route 95. Also, my two years in the
General Assembly and some exposure helped.

gentlemen I'm going to liik up
when I get down there. One of the
biggest factions to overcome in
D.C, is the lobbyist obstacles. They
can all go to hell. I'm going to
contact Mr. Stokes and see what I
can do to help push through that
legislation.
'ANCHOR: Is it your intention to
represent your constituents as they
see fit, or would your decisions be
based upon what you feel is good

of my Senior Citizens committee.
They're so old they can't even
hear! These are the people who.are
determing our lives! The seniority
system must go.
ANCHOR:What sort of help do you
anticipate in Congress?
BEARD: Senator Pell's people will
be very helpful. I already submitted by information regarding
my health care work to Senators
Church, Eagleton, and Kennedy's

"Most legislators are adjusted to
the idea of waiting ten years before
they even lift a hand. So, while
they're adjusting to that, I'm going
to go right by them. If they don't
like it, that's it. I'm going to speak
out for what I think is right."

diplomacy fails, that's it. All the
public battles I fought in the
Assembly came after diplomacy
failed; when they laughed at me.
They're not laughing anymore. We
need a balance. It's about time the
working-man got a chance to
participate on a higher level. John
Fogarty, for example, was a
bricklayer and did a tremendous
job. If I can be 1 -1 as good as he
be an effective
I'll
was,
congressman.
ANCHOR:What are your views on
increasing educational benefits?
BEARD: Well, the middle class
student gets lost in the shuffle.
Middle clc!SSfamilies having two
children in school - it's almost
impossible to educate them. The
middle class bear the burden of
responsibility. They should be our
first consideration. During the
campaign, I saw some young
people hanging around down town .
They should be put to work. There
are job ads in the paper everyday.
If they can't make enough money
in that job, they ought to be subbe
They shouldn't
sidized.
freeloading. Help the handicapped
and the poor who really need help.
ANCHOR:You've got some liberal
reforms in mind. How do you
propose to effect these in the face
of conservativism in the House?
BEARD: I'm going to face the
exact same thing I faced in the
General Assembly. When I first
tried to introduce the nursing home
bill. the oldtimers told me to lay off
and get the feel of the place first.
Most legislators are adjusted to the
idea of waiting ten years before
they even lift a hand. While they're,
adjusting to that, I'm going to go
right by them. If they don't like it,
that's it. I'm going to speak out for
what I feel is right.

The Providence Mayoral Race

Up In The Clouds:

A Pretty City And A Mother To Care For It
by George
Big Joe Doorley surprised
everybody in the primary by
defeating the endorsed Democratic
and a few other
candidate
Democrats who ran and, if one can
judge by that, it seems like he's
firmly entrenched; ready for four
more years. But can you judge Big
Joe's popularity by the primary?
No one seems to know and Jean
Coughlin, least of all, doesn't think
that Doorley is in again. According
to Coughlin, Big Joe should spend
his last month in office packing his
bags.
Jean Coughlin is an independent
candidate for mayor who believes
that she can, 'if elected', rid
Providence of the Doorley blues.
She is thirty-nine years old, a
mother of four, a registered nurse,
and her mayoral philosophy is
simple: "Running a city is much
like running a household. A mayor
of a city provides for the immediate needs of a person. The
mayor worries about the garbage
collection, the street lighting, the
safety on the streets, and the
transportation system. A mayor
cannot concern himself with
problems like, let's say, inflation
although he is faced with these
problems. A congressman going
off to Washington has a better
opportunity to work in these areas
whereas a city mayor is concerned
with the immediate needs of the
city."
Mrs. Coughlin is sincerely
convinced that this approach can
work because, she says, "there are
too many lawyers in the political
system at this lime who are too
obsessed with double-talking the
people of this country to death".
What the country needs, she adds,
is more of a cross-section in
politics; people who come from all
professions and all walks of life.
She also believes that the City of
Providence is "stunted and that
the creativity and productivity has
been more or less suppressed by
tr.e political climate in the city."

Coughlin
What does Jean
propose to do about the situation in
Providence? Well, for starts, she
r.as three proposals which she
would like to implement and which
would, she thinks, completely
renovate the city. These are: (he
voucher educational system, the
Providence Park Network Plan,
and Project Jewel Box. In an interview with the Anchor, Mrs.

McFadden

Coughlin explained all three
projects and how they could affect
the functioning of Providence.
"For my educational platform,"
she said, "I'm proposing a voucher
There are two ·exsystem.
periments going on in the United
States at this time involving the
voucher and I believe that it could
I am
work in Providence.
proposing that a commission be

instituted immediately to draw up
a voucher system for the City of
Providence; taking in all the
different aspects that involve the
city. Every city must be judged in
its own context and this commission would study what the
needs would be for Providence and
then proceed to draw up the
system."
"It's an interesting concept. The
commission, with the authority,
awards each parent a certain
amount of money to go out and
purchase their child's education.
This is supposed to, and I think the
premise is a sound one, start a kind
of creativity in our schools again.
Competition among schools is very
important. Parents would become
They would shop
consumers.
around for just the right kind of
education for their child. In regard
to education, you find that different
parents often want different
things."
"This system gives the parents a
free hand for they can go to any
school and use the voucher.
Private and parochial schools
would be included in the system."
The Providence Park Network
Plan, as explained by Mrs.
the
would entail
Coughlin,
restoration of existing parks and
the establishment of new ones; all
of them to have an 18th century
atmosphere. (She envisions park
police, in Revolutionary uniforms,
patroling the parks on hosrseback.
This would fit into the Bicentennial
planned for 1976.)
festivities
Providence is in bad need of park
facilities· that cater to adults as
well as children, she believes. The
explanation of the Park Plan
brought Mrs. Coughlin to another
issue: the Chapin property.
"One of the big issues which is
trying to be swept under the carpet
in this election is the Chapin
property," she says. "There is a
hospital facility there which was
once, long ago, a communicable
disease hospital. It was then a drug

rehabilitation center and is now
has been officially abandoned by
the state. The City of Providence,
well not the City of Providence, but
Mr. Doorley, proposes to sell this
property to Providence College.
Now, that's twenty-five acres of
prime real estate and there are
several fine buildings there which,
although they have been condemned as use as hospital
buildings, can be utilized for other
adFor example,
purposes.
offices and state
ministrative
offices scattered all over this city
and the state and they cost a lot of
money which is paid to private
landlords. Now they have this
at Chapin at their
facility
fingertips and they're about to give
it away."
''The loophole in the whole deal
is this: Providence College owns
the Elmhurst property adjacent to
Lying-In Hospital and there is
twenty-three acres of that. Mr.
Doorley has stated he will sell. the
Chapin property to Providence
College if Providence College sells
the Elmhurst property to a private
developer. Who is this private
of
kind
What
developer?
development is going in there?
Wouldn't it be much wiser to make
a park out of the Elmhurst
property? Mr. Doorley isn't saying
anything in response to these
questions."
Project Jewel Box is probably
Mrs. Coughlin's most ambitious
plan and, according to her, it would
make Providence world renowned.
This entails the construction of a
facility in South Prnvidence which
would contain a number of jewelry
firms
specialty
and
firms
specializing in such things as
design, metallurgy, precious and
semi-precious stone cutting and
setting, assembly, marketing,
international
public relations,
and exportation,
importation
purchasing, and advertising and,
( Con't. Pg. 7>
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S.M.A.~. Holds First Meeting:
Willard Invites Student Participation
Responding to what he termed a
communication
"perennial
problem" on the RIC campus,
President Charles Willard recently
initiated a program which calls for
the President of the College and
major administration figures to
meet regularly with interested
students for the purposes of
discussion and dialogue on all
campus matters. The program in
question, which was first conceived last spring, is termed SMAC
- Students Meeting Administrators
The first
for Communicating.
meeting of SMAC, which was
hosted by Student Parliament
was held on Thursday, September
26th, in the Parliament chambers.
Dr. Willard has said that he would
like to hold such meetings every
two weeks on the average, and he
parstudent
active
invites
ticipation, whether it be Jndividually or from student groups
on campus, in order to generate a
dialogue and make SMAC a success.
Accompanying Dr. Willard at the
first meeting of SMAC were the
Vice-Presidents for Student and
Business Affairs, Dr. Donald
Hardy and Mr. Ernest Overbey,
and Dr. Ridgeway Shinn, VicePresident for Academic Affairs.
The four administration figures
fielded inquiries ·from Student
and
members
Parliament
representatives of the Anchor for a
two hour period, and questions
ranged from College priorities to
grades to campus security. The
following is a summary of the main
points of discussion.
The first question addressed to
the administration figures had to
do with RIC's priorities. James
Reynolds of Parliament asked if
planned to
the administration
"'earrange its priorities away from
educational studies now that the
job market for teachers has constricted. Dr. Shinn responded that
in this regard the administration
has recently taken a "hard look" at
the Nursing program, which is
expanding in good part, he explained, because many people
have transferred to nursing out of
educational studies in the past two
years. Dr. Willard said that the
College is thinking about adding a
business administration program,
although he expressed doubt as to
the Regents' concurrence with
such a proposal at this time.
Speaking about the job market in
general, which all agreed was
gloomy,· Dr. Shinn said that
vocational studies were not the
easy answer to the threat of
unemployment because openings
in the future job market cannot be
predicted so readily. Dr. Shinn
expressed his view on the essential
validity of a general liberal arts
education which RIC provides is
the best approach to any future job
situation, and he cited the fact that
RIC students are increasingly
playing their options within the
curriculum to gain a wider range
of courses than was true in the
past.
Asked about the possibilities of a
mid-year tuition raise by Student
Parliament President Ken Haupt,
Dr. Willard said that a mid-year
tuition raise, which has been
discussed by the Regents as a
possible curative to balancing
RIC's budget for this year, would
be "bad in every way," especially
as something to ask for in a
political year. It was his guess that
there would be n2_tuition hike in
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Up In Clouds
(from P.

6)

·in addition to all this would be
retail and wholesale showrooms.
Mrs. Coughlin envisions this
facility not only as a business area
but as an educational and tourist
center also.
Young people out of high school
could, if they wished, join a
training program in any craft at
the center and they could learn
under the tutelage of craftsmen
already working there. This would
be a great educational option for
the youth of Rhode Island, she
maintains.
In addition to this, Mrs. Coughlin
would like to see an arts center
attached to this center. She says,
"Theater, dance, music, etc. could
be incorporated into all areas of
Project Jewel Box. The total
concept of art and culture could
easily dominate the theme of this
great center."
The three plans are meritorious
in themselves but is Providence
ready for such inovation? Mrs.
Coughlin thinks so and even in
these hard times she believes that
they could indeed work. She thinks
that Providence is badly in need of
change. She thinks that Joe
Doorley has been in office for too
long and that he's become narrowminded and too obsessed with
himself. "It's time to get rid of Mr.
Doorley," she says.
But Doorley isn't the only contender for there's another star on
the horizon named 'Buddy' Cianci.
As far as he's concerned, Mrs.
Coughlin doesn't worry about him
very much. She says, "I don't think
too much of Mr. Cianci. He's one of
the fair-haired, poor little rich boys
who has purchased his candidacy
by contributing $50,000 to the
vices on campus should the AH'A's Republican Party. He'll admit this,
report recommend such an ex- too. He's admitted this to me
pansion, Hardy replied that funds publicly."
for gyn services on campus would
Although all three of the canprobably have to come from an
increase in the student health fee. didates bill themselves as the·'next
He called the gyn controversy a
and the
"complex situation,"
administration is looking forward
to the AHA's report, which will
take account of the matter of cost
and expenses for such expansion at
RIC, as its best guideline on just
how to act on the matter of
providing such services on campus.
Dixon McCool, Dean of Student
Life and administration advisor to
Student Parliament, brought up
the matter of campus security.
Citing a recent example of car
theft on campus, McCool asked
about the chances of expanding
security.· In response, Ernest
for
Vice-President
Overbey,
Business Affairs, maintained that
RIC was the best lighted campus in
the state, but he did agree that
support staff was lacking. More
security officers are needed and
Overbey appealed for student help
on this matter. The administration
is currently in the process of installing direct telephone lines to
security from five points on the
RIC campus.
The next meeting of SMAC is
scheduled for this Thursday,
October 10th, in the Parliament
chambers, Student Union Building.
Dr. Willard's original plan for such
meetings was to have a set topic
for discussion, but he agreed at the
conclusion of SMAC's first meeting
that a set topic would be impractical at this time. This Thursday's meeting, therefore, is wide
open for all questions from attending students.

January, although one appears
inevitable next September.
In response to an inquiry on the
awaited gynecological report from
the American Health Association,
a report which will serve as a
on how the adguideline
acts on proposed
ministration
gynecological health services on
for
Vice-President
campus,
Student Affairs Donald Hardy said
that the report, which was expe~ted last August 1st, is still
pending. Hardy reiterated what he
told the Anchor in early September
when he was first asked about the
report, that before being released
to RIC it must be reviewed by an
AHA examining committee. The
report of the visiting team which
came on campus last May was not
turned in to the examining committee till August 1st, the date it
was expected at RIC. Dr. Hardy
said that the report is expected any
time. As_kedabout who was going
to pay for expanded health ser-

mayor of Providence', Big Joe drying up. As it seems now, Joe
seems to be the only one who knows Doorley is as secure as a bottle of
at a temperance
what he's doing. His campaign Guinness
slogan. "Vote For Joe and Save meeting.
Dough'', is a particularly good one
Next week we're going down to
at this time. There's no doubt that
there's room for change in talk to 'Buddy' Cianci to see what
Providence but where is the money he thinks. After that, it's down to
going to come from? Try telling city hall to see if we can talk to the
anyone in the unemployment line Man himself. That's if we can get
where it's going to come from and past the Irish Wolfhounds at the
they'll laugh in your face. door. My brother-in-law was just
Everyone's being cautious these telling me yesterday about the
days because _the money pond is tranquilizer-in-a meatball trick ....

llfllEfl
OAM'1US
What You Read Here Is Official
(and it might also be important).

President Willard, the Vice-Presidents, and other members of the
College Administration are meeting with interested students to
discuss common problems and raise pertinent questions. These
meetings are held every other week in the Student Parliament
Chambers, 2nd Floor, Student Union. The next meeting is Thursday, October 10, from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. Residents students are
particularly invited to this meeting; ~oweve::-, all students are
welcome to attend and encourage to participate in this and subsequent meetings. Join us for one of the hours if you cannot make it
for both.

for those special problems •
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Written for a Care.ful Lover
Truth
does not always smile
with stretching lips: I would rather
be· scolded, I th ink,
with Einstein's neqtron thunder
than bear the planned caresses of the
c_ynicall_yguised and aging .fingers
of even Zeus.
]. L. Rothbart

March 21, 1974
A child came up
before the crocuses
born pink
but silent
as we slept (and dreamed
of body blossoming).

Our earth had waited
long
But
She could not survive

An

her first

Introduction
To Mrs.
I-Chi Kung Hsiung

and withered

in the darkness

more quickly

tha_n she'd come.

Whose Paintings Are
Pictured On This Page

Mrs. I-chi Kung. Hsiung is an
artist from Taiwan, China. Mrs.
Hsiung began her interest in
painting at a very early age
because of the influence from her
father. who had been a renowned
Chinese art collector and amateur
painter in ·the Province of Fukien
in South China. Mrs. Hsiung,
therefore. received most of her
basic training in painting from her
father until she met Mr. Huang
Chun-pi. one of the greatest
traditional Chinese painters of our
time. in Taiwan.
Mrs. Hsiung has since been
studying painting under Huang
Chun-pi for the past eighteen
years.
She has held many
exhibitions in Taiwan during the
past seven yea.rs, and has been
recognized as one of the prominent
painters in traditional Chinese
landscape.
bird. and flower
paintings.
Her mastery of calligraphy and
pictorical brushwork has enabled
her to develop new an.d more
powerful effects in recent years.
The sublimity of nature and the
harmony of human being with
nature truly lend strength to her
brush and can be seen and felt in
all her paintings.
Taking
the opportunity
of
visiting her daughter and son-inlaw. Dr. Tony Y. Teng who is now
teaching East Asian History al
l{hode Island College, and through
the sponsorship
and help of
Professors
Donald Smith and
Samuel Ames of the Art Department of Rhode Island College, Mrs.
Hsiung is extremely happy to •
present ;30of her recent works of
landscape,
bird, and flower
paintings in an exhibition to be held
from September 30 to October 11,
1974 at the Art Center Gallery of
Rhode Island College.

cloud

j.

Photos
C. Simeone
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carried by Dave
sprightliness
Mason apparently left when he did.
Wr,at is left is very sensitive,
.__
crafty music.
is an
Gerrard"
"Dream
especially interesting cut which
combines the incessant rhythms
of the old Traffic with a mingling
and drifting bass line, offset here
by smooth, low brass, there by
Winwood on electric piano, and
back ag-ain.
Unlike the phony fanfare that
greeted Traffic's reunion four
years ago, "WIIEN TIIE EAGLE
is a revival that
FLIES ,\(i,\IN':
relies more on solid performance
rather than past achievement.

REVIEWS
Penflas·hings From The Culture
King
ween Signe and Grace Slick, Anderson's voice sounds vaguely
empty, while Grace projects her
personality through her art.
Jorma Kaukonen, then a~ now,
was the Airplane's lead guitarist.
Kaukonen
years,
In recent
developed independent enterprises
These two recent releases from
good
a
showed
and
Grunt Records (the home company
for the Jefferson Airplane) say an measure of success with Hot Tuna
awful lot about how far the 1960's along with Jack Casady, the
are behind us. EARLY FLIGHT, a Airplane's bass player.
As Hot Tuna was a departure
collection of cuts Grunt claims to
have never been released on an from the heavy metal sound of the
old psychedilic Airplane and the
album, gives a pretty sensible,
noveau-psychedilic Starship, so
and, gratefully, non-repetetive
rundown· on the evolution of -the QUAIi is just another step in the
Jefferson Airplane from 1965 to opposite direction.
QUAH, done with Tom Hobson
1970.
and produced by Jack Casady, is
Ah, those were the years.
A-C-1-d R-O-C-K! Heavy music clear, clean and simple, a nice mix
that reverberated through those of folk and old-time blues with
hazy and buzz-filled days. It was Jorma on acoustic guitar and doing
good in that context, of course, the vocals. I always felt that
because all things should be Kaukonen was always being overshadowed by his super-star
viewed in context.
An added plus to all of the cuts on comrades, be it Grace Slick being
outragious, Paul Kantner acting
this album is the notable presence
of Marty Balin, who, in my opinion, flashy or Marty Balin being cool.
the driving force behind the group - QUAIi should establish Kaukonen
throughout its rise to success. His as an artist in his own right and not
talent is sorely missing now from especially in the same musical
category as the rest of the Airthe Jefferson Airplane-Starship
plane.
groups.
spin-off
related
the
and all
If you are a Jefferson Airplane
The first three cuts are from 1965
and feature Signe Anderson doing fan for what they used to be, I
EARLY
the vocals where one would expect strongly recommend
your
Grace Slick. Signe sang with the FLIGHT to complete
group until 1966, when she left to collection. But if you're that kind of
raise her baby and Slick came on fan and you try Kaukonen's album,
board. Though there are many you may be in for a surprise. A
similarities in voice texture bet- pleasant one, I hope.

By Will Collette
QUAH
Jorma Kaukonen with Tom Hobson
Grunt BFLl-0209
EARLY FLIGHT
Jefferson Airplane
Grunt CYLI-0437

The Jefferson
Airplane
'1965' Circa

When The
Eagle
Flies

When I was a young boy I lived for
rock n' roll
We spent our life playing gigs
and traveling on the road
and we didn't have much money
and the gigs were sometimes
rough ....
Now I am a young man
dressed in sparkling coloured
clothes
A country house and sixty acres
are a heavy load.·
We still have no money but we have
. some nice things ....
of a Rock' n'
-Memories
R~lla", Winwood-Capaldi.
However true that may be, I'm in
no position to judge, but it is clear
that after several years of relative
inactivity, Traffic is back and
WHEN TIIE EAGLE FLIES, their
first studio album in over three
years shows maturity and talent
undamaged by the long lay-off.
The tone is low-key with a ver_y
The
influence.
jazJ
subtle

ELMHURST
BarberI Men's
Salonfeaturing
- female barber-stylists unisex and regular cuts
for men and women
Cor. of Smith & Eaton
OPEN:
Tues.-Fri., 8:30 to 6:00
S!lt. 'til 5: 00
621-8054

Drawing by
Grace Slick

SERVICE
FREE
Laundry & Dry Cleaninq

YoupayONLYmachineand soapcosts
FREE Pickup& Delivery from Campus

NORGE
- PETTERUTl'S
&.DRYCLEANING
LAUNDRY
COIN
Weekdays 8 a.m.-9 p.m.; Sat. & Sun., 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
12-14Fallon Avenue Prov.
a·cross from the Welcome Restaurant
•Chalkstone and Academy Aves.
CALL NOW 831-9578

NOTICE OF ELECTIONS
An Election will be held fo fill the two (2) seats on _
Parliament

reserved

for the Class of 1978.

Candidates

must be members

Nomination

period

of the Class of '78.

30 and ends 12:00 noon, Friday, October
Pick up nomination
Papers require

Sept.

beg.ins l 0:00 a.m. Monday,

l3.

papers at Room 200, Student
fifty .(SO) signatures

Union.

of members

of the Class of '78.
Election if necessary

will be held October

15 - 16 on

the second floor of the Student Union.

ELECTIONS COMMISSION
Brian T. Taft
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frames of 21 inches, 23 inches, and
25 inch sizes. This is not the wheel
size but the length measurement of
the seat tube from the center line of
the crankset axle to the top of the
tube. There - are measurement
machines and charts available, but
the easiest method is to straddle
the tube in low heeled shoes. If
there is 1 2 inch to 1 inch clearance
below the crotch when the feet are
kept flat, then the frame size is
correct. If you are small, some
bikes are available in a 19 inch
frame. Ladies bikes a~e another
story. Designed to be ridde~1 with
long skirts, the frames generally
come in 19 inches and 21 inch
frames, some conpanies making
only a 20 inch frame. The
European "Mixte" frame is unisex in design, but is used usually by
only the female element in this
country.
The third, usually deciding,
factor is price. A used bike may be
bought for ten to hundreds of
dollars, depending upon quality
and age. You can expect to pay at
least $70.00 for a new adult nospeed if you can find one, $90.00 to
$110.00 for a three-speed, $100.00 to
$120.00 for a five-speed, and at
least $120.00 for a ten-speed.
An important thing to know is
that one generally gets what he
pays for, as in, most things. Bike
parts are somewhat universal in
inbeing
. most
nature,
terchangeable from bike to bike, so
a special at Ann and Hope may not
prove to be so special when it is
that you have to
discovered
replace the entire hub in order to
replace a defective five-speed cog
or freewl:eel, because the original
is permanently bonded onto the oid
hub.
Once the type, size, and price
range is determined, a selection of

1n,n11t
1
The Bike
1

For You
By Jeffrey A. Horton
The Bike For You!

This article is concerned with
matching the individual to the
bicycle, There are many types of
bicycles, from 16 inch wheeled
bikes for children with coaster
brakes to- the ten speed bikes
designed for racing only. They also
range in price a great deal. A
recent $79.95 special at Ann and
Hope was a Chiorda ten-speed, one
of the lowest of the lows. A recent
price on a Raleigh Professional Mk
IV was $575.00, though this is qy no
means the best available.
There are three basic considerations that must be made
when deciding what bike is the
correct bike for each enthusiast. If
you ride or plan to ride five miles
every day or short distances on
weekend afternoons, a no-speed
bike really would be the best. If
riding of this distance is done over
hilly terrain or the distance is
increased to 5 or 10 miles every
day, get a three-speed. Ten or
fifteen miles a day can be handled
by a five-speed with anything over
that left to those of the ten-speed
variety.
The second .:onsideration is size.
Moc:t bikes are made in male

to thEi
SUBSCRIPTIONS
ANCHOR are now available.
Fill out the attached coupon
and send it along with a check
or money order for $2.50 to
receive your own personally
delivered copies. Students,
faculty and administration
may have their copies sent
right to their dorm room or
office.
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tubing., some more heavy than
others. Frame lugs are the sleeves
the tubing fits into at its joints
where they are brazed into place.
This is the best method of joining
two tubes and anything other than
that may not be strong enough. A
frame should have a lifetime
guarantee.
The components of the bicycle
are made by different companies.
Each company usually makes a
certain light alloy and makes parts
for bicycles. Few of the good
companies just make a low quality
component but also make a high
line that is easily comparable to
those in other companies, in short,
they are competitive.
There are some large names in
this business. Campagnolo, the
biggest and best many think, is an
Italian firm that makes the most
expensive parts available. A set of
their brakes, a side-pull racing
brake and lever set, sells for close

to $90.00 alone. They also make
cranksets, hubs, headsets, seat
posts, and various tools. A bicycle
equipped with complete "Campy"
equipment will run well over five
hundred dollars.
A copy of the Campy brake set is
made by Shimano in thir "DuraThis .Japanese
Ace" series.
company also makes a fine hub set.
front derailleur, and crank set
under this name along with other
good components.
Other brakes are made by
Weinmann, Dia-Compe, Universal,
and Mafac, all of fine quality and
comparably priced.
Excellent hubs are made by,
other than Campy and Shimano,
Normandy, Sunshine, Hi-E, and
Phil Wood.
Derailleurs are the mechanisms
that change the gears on the front
and rear of the bicycle, two
changers required to operate a tens peed. The best, again, are
reportedly made by Campagnolo,
but an excellent, inexpensive
derailleur on the market is made
by SunTour. •Simplex, Shimano,
Huret, make other fine deraileurs,
the Huret "Jubilee" known as one
of the lightest derailleurs on the
market.
A bicycle chosen with parts
made by the above manufacturers
will probably perform very well
with simple maintenance, and will
usually be guaranteed for at least a
year against defects of any kind.
The choice should be made
carefully, making judgements
about price, available size, type,
quality, guarantee, maintainance,
and service. A word of caution is to
stay away from discount houses as
they often do not assemble the
bicycles properly, give only the
guarantee, and
manufacture.rs'
offer little of the necessary service

WHEN
REMEMBER
THEAIRWAS.CLEAN

publlca'tion to ...

& SEXWASDIRTY?

:\;.1m1•

("it~·

Gitane, LeJeune, Atala, Astra,
Bottecchia, ::ind Bianchi. The
Japanese make excellent bicycles,
such as Fuji, Kabuki, and Araya.
The bicycle makers usually do not
make the entire bicycle but only
the frame and fork and choice
•
parts.
The best frames are made for
Reynolds 531 double-butted tubing,
with Columbus and Chrome
molybendum running second and
third. Other materials are used,
titanium and aluminum, but lhese
are specialities. Most frames, used
on bicycles in the $200.00 and lower
ra~ge are made of a ligh_t steel

(Con't. P. 11)

Anchor Subscription
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bikes is available. Most likely, the
components will be similar if they
are European bikes, possibly
slightly better if more Japanese
parts are used.
American bikes are strange. I
use that word gingerly, but with
some substantiation. The-re are
quite a few bicycle makers in the
Schwinn,
including
States,
Columbia, and Murray. Murray
makes an incredible amount of
cycles, from tricycles to tenspeeds, for . themselves and for
companies like Sears (the free
spirit bicycle). Columbia is much
the same, the frame designs of the
two being somewhat awkward to
ride. Part of this is the balance and
symmetry of the frame and fork
and the angles of the frame.
Schwinn, on the other hand, has
an excellent design which has
proven to be very sturdy and easily
•to the average
applicable
American youth. Schwinns are
known to be relatively heavy
though, as they use heavy but
attractive welds at the joints of the
frame. An average Schwinn ten:
speed weighs at least five pounds
more than the 30 lb. average
European bike. The Schwinn
LeTour, the one lightweight
bicycle in the low-priced category
made by that company, is made in
Japan with a fully lugged frame
comand "Schwinn-approve"
ponents.
A list of the better European
bicycle manufacturers is quite
long. It includes Raleigh, Dawes,
Peugeot, Mercier, Motobecane.
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Information

FORRICSTUDENTS
TESTING
INTEREST

Monday 1-4
Thursdays 1-4

Attendingcollege,buf not sure why?
The

Unsatisfiedwith your major; can't chooseone?

Drop-In-Center
UnderDonovan

The Office of Counseling Services will offer interest testing during the
Tuesday free period, 1-2 p.m., October 8th and 15th. Call X-313 for a reservation.

Facts and Help. No Fee._------~

.J

CAREER COUNSELING/TESTING
Having

trouble

Interest
Aptitude
Personality
testing offered by the Office of ':ounselin~ Services in c:onjuncti~n with individual counseling to assist you m educational and career planning. If _you
f I that any of these services might be useful to you ca II X-313 or drop m at
I~er 134. Ask for Sarena Palmer or Richar~ Pru II.

communicating?

qp

you can ask a counselor
(we won't tell)
anything
OFFICE
Hours:

OF COUNSELING

SERVICES

-

ALGER 134

8: 30-4: 30

NO APPOINTMENT

NECESSARY

-

831-6600, Ext. 313
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,Penny F ar th··1ng.
Cont. from p. 10

maintainance. A reputable bicycle
shop is the best place to buy a bike.
Their price may be a little higher,
but the service that they should
give is easily worth the ten or
fifteen dollars saved.
..,,.Remember, the bicycle you buy
-isthe bicycle that you end up living
·with until you buy another or get so
fed up you stop cycling altogether.
Mistakes can be avioded.
Next time a few words about
general care of your bicycle will
appear in these spaces. Until then
mabe you would like to check out :
Jim Patton's third curriculum
course on bicycle maintainance, as
I believe there are still some
spaces left. Happy Cycling!

+++

My last article may have contained a misrepresentation that
some have picked up. It concerns
the title. The "Penny Farthing" is
not the type of bicycle shown in my
logo, the bicycle shown is just an
old design of the contemporary
machine, but is the kind with the
• large wheel in the front and small
wheel in the back. This same
bicycle is being manufactured now
as a novelty item but it is
erroneously qeing called "the
boneshaker". At some point in the
future an article will be done on the
design evolution of bicycles and at
that time iny references will be
clear.

Letter
to
Security

OCTOBER 9, 1974

. self-sufficiency, reduced hostility
and self-doubt. Drug use of all
kinds. from tranquilizers
to
marijuana and LSD - also including tobacco and alcohol
shows a marked decline among
meditators.
Practiced for 15-20minutes twice
daily, the benefits are reportedly
enjoyed by both sceptics and
believers alike.
In the words of Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi,
Education,
to justify itself,
should enable a man to use the full
potential of his body, mind and
spirit. It should develop in him the
ability to make the best use of his
persona Ii ty, surroundings, and
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi
Meditation, already impressive, circumstances so that he may
accomplish the maximum in life
continues to grow:
TM produces a state of rest and for himself and for others. There
celaxation- deeper than sleep, are tremendous latent possibilities
reducing the heart's workload by which are never unfolded by young
people during their student life, the
25 percent
and significantly
eliminating stress, tension and most precious time for laying the
foundations of their careers.
anxiety.
.
The value of Transcendental
TM raises IQ, improves learning
ability, developes creativity and Meditation for the unfoldment of
promotes clear thinking and· ef- these latent potentialities will be
presented by a panel of trained
ficiency in activity.
Psychological studies show that teachers, including Susan Collins,
TM produces increased emotional a student at R.1.c: Contact:
stability, greater happiness and Catherine Brooks 521-1524

Transcendental
Meditation
Lecture

Mr. Perry,
From
221 Transcendental
Your article on car theft was as Meditators in the United States in
informative as safety posters on 1965to half a million in 1974, with
the highway. Your rehashing of 10,000beginning the practice every
taking your ingition key and
month; from Mia Farrow and the
locking your doors was typical of Beatles to official recognition from
the articles in the Anchor.
State and City governments and
You highly recommended the endorsements of leading scientists.
purchase of Adjust-A-Lock, saying educators and doctors; from a
the usefulness offsets the price of "non-drug
turn on" to "a
$8.99. I disagree; Adjust-A-Lock is significant method of reducing
very poor insurance against car
stress and developing creative
theives.
intelligence" - this is the story of
Hypothesize for a moment. a Transcendental
Meditation,
thief has broken into a locked car
brought to the world by Maharishi
and has been able to start it - both Mehesh Yogi, and the subject of an
take a certain amount of time. If he introductory
lecture Tuesday,
has gone to this much trouble, you October 8th, at 8:00 p.m. in the
know he is very serious and Student Union Room 308, R.I.C.
probably a pro. But the owner of
The effects of the practice, an
the car has bought an Adjust-A- . effortless,
natural
procedure
Lock. You are right, it would take easily learned by anyone, have
forever to cut through it, but it been studied at over 80 universities
would take a very short time .to and research institutes in the past
hack through a piece of the six years, and the list of sciensteering wheel, destroying the tifically verifiable results from the
•effectiveness of the steel bar.
practice
of . Transcendental
Lately it is very hard to keep
your car from being stolen by the
pro, especially with the use of dent
puller which is just as effective on
pulling our locks. The most effective way to combat theives is
surveillance of cars, which should
be easy at R:r.c. if your force is not
too busy tagging cars.
of the Prov. Journal,
Sincerely,
Robert Meyer

PICK UP YOU_R COPY
Phoenhc, Rolling Stone, Time,

Newsweek, Playboy, Ms. Sports Ill.

It's

INFORMATION DESK S.U.·

Greek
Greetings from the Greeks! We
are all very happy to hear· about
the number of inquirie~ about the
Greeks after our column appeared
in the Anchor. Please do not be shy
about coming over and introducing
yourself. Greeks are always
looking for more brothers and
sisters!
•
Two more coffee hours are being
planned by the sisters of Alpha Iota
Delta.'The first one will be held on
Monday,. October 7, from 7 to 10
p.m. We realize that there are
many of you who would like to join.
Please don't be shy. We're eager to
meet all of you wishing to pledge so
come on up to our table or, better
still, meet us at our coffee hour ..
Find out what sisterhood is all
about.
Our final coffee hour will be held
Wednesday, October 30th, from 7 to
10 p.m. For those of you who
haven't been able to come. it's still
not too late. Our theme will hope to
get you into the Halloween spirit.
At this time, pledging applications
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to an increasing number of RIC j
people joining us_ in our joys of ~i1 WOULD like to rent a lodge in LOST: Modern Civilization book. FOR SALE: Chiorda 5-speed
work and recreatwn. .
. ~~:NewHampshire the week after White cover. If found please bring bicycle in good condition. $50 or
Trisha
Francis
.
-~·Christmas
(Dec. 28 - Jan. 4). I f you to th e Anc hor off'ice.
K
E .1 ::~:
best offer. RIC Ext. 488 or 934-1105
appa Pst on ~~:shouldhave one available for that STEREO COMPONENTS: 15-40 after 5 P.M. Ask for Dale.
~IA at a recent _meeting began ;~lweek please contact Jodi at percent off list. Most major RIDE NEEDED: Fr9m Coventry,
to f~rmulate Pledg1?g plans for ~he :;~:campusext. 532_
brands.
Every
thing
fully near exit 6 off 95. Monday and ,
Sprmg semester with the election ::::FOR SALE: 1971 Kawasaki 500. guaranteed. TV's also available. Tuesday by 9 AM, Thursday by 10,
of Richard Duguay. w_eare lini~g ll$ 700_ Call Jack at 821_5532 or Call Emile at 769-5407 early earlier if you want. Call Janine at
~p Pledge~ now, ~o if anyone 1s ~~:inquireat SIA Table.
mornings or late evenings.
832-0625.
mterested m Pledgmg, drop by our $:cASSETTE TAPES for sale. ART TODAY books needed. Please FOR SAL~: '66 Olds; fair contable on the second level in ii::Latesthits. Chicago, Beatles, Seals •sell to bookstore or student in Art dition. Engine in very good
Don~van. .
I& Crofts, etc. Less than half off 201, Chris Horvat section.
operating condition. $200 or best .
tnday
mght, ?ctober_ 18,.~IA ·1,:pricepaid. Call weekdays after 4 FOR SALE: Two Schwinn Var- offer. RIC Ext. 488or 934-1105after
:-vt1Isponsor a M1xed-Drmk Night : :land anytime weekends. 751-2986. sitys. $70 bike. One track bicycle, 5 P .M. Ask for Dale.
m the Rathskeller_ beweeen 8 p.m. , :GUITAR for sale.
Fender
18 lbs., $200.One Magnavox stereo FURNISHED ROOM in private
a~d 1 a.m_.Beer_w1llbe served and fhelecaster, left-handed. Only $175., worth $600for $350.Contact Bill at room; cooking facilities; parking
m_1xeddrmk~ will be 50 cents. We :~~includinga $50_ case. Contact Jim 737-1799.
and all utilities. 353-3038or 231FOR SALE: 1970 Volkswagen, 1343_
will ~e servm~ Seven & ~vens, P:at 789_3267_
Teqm~la Sunn~e, S~rewd~1~ers, l:WANTED: BABYSITTER in East yellow, 'good condition. $1250. Call ROOM TO RENT: In quiet home,
and Gm & Tofmc. It_ is _def1mtel,y :Side home of R.I.C. professor. 353-3900 after 3 P.M. Ask for limited kitchen use. $13 per week.
going to be a antast1c time. Let s :Tues. & Wed. 1 _ 5 p.m. Own Ernie.
Near College, includes utilites and
see everyone down there the 18th. :t
MICROSCOPE: Zeiss. Oil im- parking. Exchange of references .
• ranspora t·10n. '
-----------------------•--.
ivERY used VW Bug. Needs work. mersion, 3 lens, felt-lined wood Female applicants preferred. Ask
case. $200. 728-2846 for Mrs. Marian Robinson, 28
l:Will run. Good engine parts. Call carrying
;il:831-9482nights or see Marcel in evenings.
Crescent Dr., N. Providence, 353-.
Anchor office.
PHOTOGRAPHY:
Portraits,
1694.
•
FINE ART PRINTS: M.C. Esher, candids, children, weddings or any
Ernest Trova, LeP&rc and other special events. Jon McNally, 941- FOR SALE: Miranda G-35mm SLR
graphic prints framed up, ready to 0652.
with 50mm and 105mm lenses. $75.•
hang. Must sell! Accept best offer. RIDE: to RIC and back to 65 Call Ext. 313.
•
Call in p.m. 934-1868daily.
Phenix Ave., W. Warwick for a FOR SALE: Royal typewriter, full;
l:PEOPLE
interested
in the handicapped student. Call Kathy size, excellent condition. $65 or:
i:"Buddy" Cianci campaign for Podgurski at 821-~221after 4 P.M. best offer. Call 467-9191.
~mayor of Providence;
please or contact D. McCool, CL054.
LOST BEAGLE: Female, brown,.
~:contact Bob Bucci - 272-1156.
LOST: Women's black watch on black and white. No collar,· white·1jFOR SALE: Refrigerator, apart- September 16. Call Ann Moskol at tipped tail. Missing since August.
:ment size, 2 cu. ft. $15. or best Ext. 462 or 464.
Please call 831-3131or contact Bill
.,;:offer. 1971 Honda CL 350. Low FOR SALE: '63 Chevrolet 4-door Connors, S.U. Info Desk.
llmileage, good condition. $700. or 6 cylinder,
stick shift, ai/ FOR SALE: '65 Chevrolet, 6
!llbest offer. 13' fiberglass boat, 33 conditioned. Reliable, many new cylinder, standard shift. Good:
~HP johnson and trailer. Must sell parts. Best offer. RIC ext. 663.
condition, new tires. Call 821-()645
~- $600.or best offer. Contact Steve FOR SALE: Citroen 871DS 2l after 4 PM.
~~at 231-1385, 35 Rosemount Ave., Showroom condition. 725_4841 NEEDED: 1 typist for term
it!:Johnston, R.I.
anytime or Ext. 660.
papers, etc. Will pay 40 cents per
:iFOUND: 2 pairs eyeglasses: 1 ROOMMATE: To share 2nd floor page. Call Nancy at 723-4783.
:~female, with snakeskin case, 1 apartment with two women. Within FOR SALE: Honda CL 350
Biology Advisory Meeting
:~male, with black case bearing 10 minute walk from RIC motorcycle. '69. low mileage,
Phys. Ed., Nursing, Med. Tech., Bio. Majors and Minors. Open
:~ name of Dr. Raymond Contillo. Reasonable rent. Call 353_6196 clean, runs perfectly. $400 or best
meeting of the Biology Student Advisory Committee. Please come,
::~Inquire at Craig Lee 056.
anytime after 6:30 P.M.
offer. Call Ext. 615 or 861-9490.
we need your suggestions and support. Wed., October 9, CS 120at 2
p.m. (free period).
1{:•••:.••·.·.:····.:::.·.::::·.·.·.·.:::::.:.:::::.:.:.:::.:::.:::.::·.:::.::::·:·.:::::::·::::·:·.·.·=·=·=·=·=·=·::::.·::::.·::::x.·
••:::.-·~.::-····.·,···.:::··········::::·:::.········:::s:;;~8:::::
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rs Lose to URI
HarrieIsiand
College

W9en the Rhode
Cross Country Team arrived on the
Kingston campus, plans were that
they would be running _against the
'Ram Junior Varsity squad because
of the greater size of URI as a
school and its reputation in the
Plans
Conference.
Yankee
changed however, as 'Coach Tom
Russell from URl feared that a
RIC varsity-URI J.V. meet would
be a complete rout in favor of RIC.
As a result Coach Ray Dwyer in
politeness to his host agreed and
announced to the Anchormen as
they were going through their
warm ups that they would be
facing the Ram varsity
The result was RIC defeat. It
was, however, an honorable one.
The _score-was 38-20 Rams. Going
through the first mile over the
athletic fields RIC hung in there
close, bunching five runners within
the first seven positions. A long
steep hill heading up towards the
dorm at two and a half miles out,
however, did the Anchormen in as
Ram runners began to pull away.
Ray Danforth stayed within range
of URI's top two runners until
there was a mile to go. Ray
finished third, but was RIC's· first
man with a time of 25:21. Jimmy
·Gallagher fell behind at two miles
and never could get back into the
action. Gallagher placed fifth in
the meet and was RIC's second
finisher, with a time of 26:21. John
Elliot was RIC's third man who
placed eighth with a time of 27: 00.

Ray DiCovitzs finished tenth at
27: 20 and Mike Romano placed
twelfth at 28:06 to close out the
scoring.
John Gallucci, looking very
_strong and showing consistent
improvement over last year, was
RIC's sixth man and beat out four
Ram runners in the last mile for
thirteenth place. John Solas, a
newcomer and Freshman, placed
fourteenth in the meet and seventh
for the Anchormen.
Had RIC run the Rani J.V., it
certainly would have been a rout
for RIC. But Coach Dwyer was
happy the Anchormen ran the
varsity and the score was as close
as it was. Coach Dwyer, who was
hired duing the middle of the
summer, did not have time to
recruit runners. Already this
season, however, the grapevine
has it that several hopefuls from
and other
Bishop Hendricken
marvelous places will be arriving
on the RIC campus during the fall
of 1975.
Ray DiCovitz, a RIC Freshman,
beat every Freshman runner from
URI when placing tenth (among
them two former All Staters). As a
result Coach Dwyer announced;
"Next year we will run against the
URI varsity and we will beat
them".
Before the URI meet, the first
meet of the season, Jim Gallagher
was voted Captain of the team for
1974.

Sauna Trouble Again!!!
By Tim Geary
Well, it always happens at least
twice a year. Someone has put the
sauna in Walsh Gym out of commission for an indefinite period of
time. People just don't read, do
they? There is a nice big sign that
says not to put water on the coils.
This sign is not up there to decorate
the wall. The athletic· department
is not run by a bunch of people who
don't want you to have· a good
sauna. That sign is up there
because if water is p~t.on the coils
it ruins the system. I really don't
know why I'm writing this. If
people who do this can't read then
this is not going to do them or us
much good. But I can't hold back
any longer. There are a great
many people on this campus who
enjoy that sauna and they respect
it and try and abide by the rules.
Since they are obviously responsible people they should not object
to .my proposal the the athletic

department.
. My proposal is as follows:
People wishing to use the sauna
must sign for it and must have a·
form of positive identification. All
people going in as a group must do
the same thing .individually. If
some one wrecks the sauna he will
be held responsible. If it is a
member of a group then the group
should report on the guilty party. If
they do not and in most cases they
won't, then they will all be held
responsible. The sauna should be
checked after usage and confirmed
.one way or the other before the
individual's 1.D. is returned.
Maybe in this way we can keep
the sauna working for everyone.
Baseball team need a scorer
manager for the- spring. See
Coach Stenhouse on field at
4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Booters Suffer
Tough Scoreless
Week
By Tim Geary.

The RIC soccer team found out
last week that you have to score to
went
win. The Anchormen
s<;oreless against 2 Connecticut
teams and Bryant College. They
·managed to get out of the Connecticut College game with a 0-0 tie
but they were not so lucky with a
fired up Bryant team that was out
to avenge a humiliating defeat last
year at the hands of RIC, or a tough
Western Connecticut squad.
This marks the third straight
game that RIC has failed to score a
goal but their defense is strong and
they ,managed the tie. That is due
mainly to the work of goaltenders
John
and
Federico
Ken
Harackiewicz who kept most of the
enemy shots out of the RIC goal. In
Portland
against
the game
Gorham, RIC scored 6 times with a
healthy offense. Since that time
they have managed to get only 2
goals in five games. Neither the
forwards nor the fullbacks or the
halfbacks are to blame, fate is. The
team has to have Dom Petrarca
healthy to score. Orlando Andrade
and Petrarca are the big scorers on
this team and the other teams
know that. Consequently when
Petrarca is out the scoring burden
rests most heavily on the shoulders
of Andrade. Naturally the other
team covers him like a blanket and
shuts him off. This means that
someone else has to be left open
and it is up to that individual to put
the ball in the net. Unfortunately
this has not happened yet and the
scoring statistics reflect this.
The defensive players have been
simply immense. Cam Piere! has
played magnificently in the backfield. Bob Ferro has been Bob
Ferro which is to say the Rock of
Gibralter. Altogether RIC has
allowed a grand total of 9 goals in 6
games or an average of 2 goals a
game. Co-Captain Dan Andrade
vowed that aiter the Bryant game
the Anchormen would turn it
around and start a new season.
Let's hope he's as good a prophet
as he is a soccer player.

Attention.
Student Body
Annual pre-season meeting of
R.I.C. wrestling team, and any
prospective members, will take
place on Wednesday, October 16 at
3:30 p~m. The meeting will be in
Walsh 220; any interested person
unable to attend should contact
Coach Carlston at Walsh 222.

Athletes. On Campus

Geary's Sportspective

A Look at the Amazin Pats
Althougp the Rams score on
their next possession, the tone has
shock as did most of New England. been set. L.A. will not go back to
"No, that can't be right" I said to the run on crucial plays for the rest
myself, "They have the score of the game. They have lost confidence in moving the ball that
backwards".
Well, as we all know now, they way. The Pats' defense and special
team pulverize fhe Rams and set
did not have the score backward they had it correct. They did have up numerous scoring opportunities
everyone upside down, though. for the offense.
The offense has a bad day.
EveryonE' thought it was a freak.
Af~er all, Miami was hurting. THAT'S RIGHT, A BAD DAY.
Yeah, that was it, Miami was too They get the ball five times in L.A.
injured to play. In week two the territory and score only twice, one
being a field goal by their amazing
Giants would· bring the Patriots
down to earth. The Giants had lost new kicker, John Smith from
but they had given the Washington ' England. They should have scored
Redskins everything they could forty points and killed the Rams.
have handled and the game could This more than anything else
have gone etiher way'. When the points to the fact that they are a
smoke had cleared the Pats had very good football team. The young
emerged the same way that Mack defense pulls it out of the fire arid
Herron merges . from a pile of the Pats have ·another exciting
victory. This time it's 20-14.
bodies, victorious, by 28-20.
"Well, that's it-they have a goon
THINGS TO WATCH. John
offense but it will have to be great
because their defense stink_s. To Hannah is the key to the Pats'
win they have to score almost 30 offense. He often takes- two
points a game and then say a defenders out of play and no one
prayer." "The Rams will murder gets by him on a pass rush. Jim
them". When the game begins it Plunkett is getting time to throw
looks that way. Los Angeles takes and he has great people to throw to •
the ball and begins to ram it (ex- - Reggie Rucker, Darryl Stingl~y
cuse the pun) right 'down the and Rabbit Vataha. Mack Herron
Patriots' gullet. Then comes the is as amazing as O.J. whats his
play of the game. After running name is. He runs under people and
through the New England line like cuts down tacklers with deadly
it was butter, L.A. comes up with a blocks that would do a lineman
fourth and one at the Pats' forty proud.
play a r~gh
The Patriots
yard •1ine. They send Larry
Mccutchen up the middle and he schedule this year but no one could
gets •a warm friendly bear hug be any tougher than the Rams or
from Sugar Bear Ray Hamilton. the Dolphins. This just could be the
Pats get the ball and suddenly their year that the N.F.L. becomes
aware of Patriotism.
defense gets a sense of pride.
"New England has upset Miami

34 to 24". I sat in my living room is

Rhode

Island· College
Pos.

Name
Ken Federico
Ken Harackiewicz
+Orlando Andrade
Charles Arent
Antonio Tavares
Gary Moone
Mike Gregoire
Mike Janusz •
Everald Phillip
+Bill Alves
+Domenic Petrarca
+Bob Ferro
+Charles Chaves
John Colan
Earl Webster
Jamie Franklin
+cam Pierel
Mark Ciplikas
+ Dan Andrade
John McNiff
Paul Flavin
Brian O'Hara
Mark Veins
+ Phil Pincince
Steve Baginski
Mike Schwab
Manuel Rivera
Rich Duguay

G

G
F
HB
F-HB
HB
F
FB
HB
F-HB
F
FB
F
F
HB
HB
FB
FB
HB
HB
F
FB
FB
F
FB
F
F
FB

Soccer Roster

Yr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr ..
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
So.
So.
Fr.
Jr.

Hig's Corner

Marioeth Murray
Gymnastics

Gary DiSciulio
Baseball

Orlando Andrade
Soccer

Guess Whoooo

Hometown
Bristol, R.I.
Wellsley Mass.
I
Pawtucket, R.I.
Garden City, R.I.
Pawtucket, R.I'.
Warwick, R.I.
Woonsocket, R.I.
Cumberland, R.I.
Providence, R:-1.
Bristol, R.I.
Providence, R.I.
Bristol, R.I.
East Providence, R.I.
Johnston, R.I.
• Johnston, R.I.
Providence, R.I.
Cumberland, R.I.,
Natick, Mass.
Pawtucket, R.I.
Warwick, R.I.
Medfield, Mass.
Cranston, R.I.
Barrington, R.I.
Woonsocket, R.I.
Johnston, R.I.
Warwick, R.I.
Providence, R.I.
Providence, R.I.
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